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Aojia system is dedicated to the Ming and Qing dynasties government manages the 
southeast coastal land YuHu and Chuanghu live in GangCha, bay, Sea Island a set of 
administrative system at the grass-roots level. Because the coastal YuHu, Chuanghu 
has high mobility, the government Ming and Qing dynasties is trying to through Aojia 
system, for these perches sea bay GangCha sea crowd manage and control, in order to 
ensure social order in the coastal area. 
Aojia system since the beginning of the Ming , At that time mainly accompanied by 
a river berth, to the compartment and imposes fishing off the coast of harbor and bay 
YuHu class, similar in Lijia of functions. Before and after the mid-Ming period since, 
as the change of social and economic situation, Coastal local governments continue to 
introduce Aojia system. On the one hand is to solve the original kingdom mooring 
system collapsed and river fishing class problem after the cut, YuHu in coastal harbor 
and bay to the compartment, rectify the household registration, to ensure that the state 
fishery tax; On the other hand, due to this period, coastal incredibly serious, Aojia in 
the bear sign sent fishery taxes at the same time, also strengthened the security of 
internal audit, prevent Aojia YuHu leagued with the enemy smuggling. At this time of 
the Aojia began to have the function of the Baojia system. To the regime alternation 
between Ming dynasty and early Qing, Aojia organizations and participate in local 
Tuanlian, thus has the military function. Since its regime established at the beginning 
of the Qing dynasty, especially after Kangxi after Taiwan, In order to strengthen the 
management of the sea people and maintain public order in coastal areas, the Qing 
dynasty formulated a series of regulations, rules, coastal YuHu, registered capital and 
its ships to the compartment and inspection management, to make Aojia group more 
standard and regulation. Baojia system function more highlights. But at the same time 
still retain the original of the taxation on fishing, shipping tax function. 
Throughout the Ming and Qing dynasties era of the Aojia system, it is a set of 
safeguard security of sea bay where the Baojia system, both at the same time urge tax 















Qing government management of coastal and offshore society crowd a set of the most 
basic administrative system at the grass-roots level. And from the perspective of civil 
society, coastal GangCha, sea bay YuHu, capital, and it is through the system and get 
its legal identity and status, and constantly establish legitimacy with the shore land in 
population, even this coming ashore, as social members, which changed the original 
liquid aquatic lifestyle. Visible, in both the official and civil level, Aojia system for 
the evolution of the southeast coastal place order in the Ming and Qing dynasties and 
the transformation of social structure, has important historical significance. 
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